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Consider a Semester Abroad
BY ALEX GIANNATTASIO

Staff Writer

Many students are familiar
with The George Washington
University Law School's summer
study abroad offerings, such as
the Intellectual Property program
in Munich and. the International
Human Rights Law program at
Oxford. By contrast, fewer students
seem to have considered spending
a semester in a foreign country.
That
may
be
changing,
however, as GW Law is expanding
its full semester study abroad
offerings. The expansion of the
study abroad program is, at
least in part, reflective of the
school's responsiveness to the
demands of prospective students.
"Inquiries
made
with
the
Admissions
Department
suggest that the strength of a
school's study abroad program
weighs heavily in the minds
of
prospective
students," said
Associate Dean Susan Karamanian.

number of hurdles to establishing
a
successful
study
abroad
program. "First, any given course
offered abroad must have faculty
approval and be consistent with
ABA guidelines," Dean Karamanian
said. "Second, there's the language
barrier; for instance, in Asia,
the relevant coursework would
generally not be taught in English."
Such considerations have led to a
notable lack of program offerings
in South America, Africa, and Asia.
Even so, the International Students
Division of the Graduate Programs
Office is accepting applications
for eleven different study abroad
legal programs—eight in North
America and three in Europe.
For more than ten years, GW
Law has been a member of the North
American Consortium on Legal
Education (NACLE). Membership
in the consortium gives the school
access to four exchange programs
in

Canada and
The

could

four

language

provide an

in
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valuable networking experience,
For students hoping to apply their
skills in an international setting,

Mexico.

barrier

issue

impediment

to

Even so, many students seem students even in these programs:
to lose sight of the semester some [though notall) ofthe current
abroad option upon enrolling, Mexican
exchange
programs
understandably getting wrapped require a student to be fluent in
up in various clubs, competitions, Spanish. Similarly, students welljournal
obligations,
and versed in French have a wider
internships. Yet few of these array of courses to choose from
endeavors present an opportunity at the Canadian law facilities.
as ripe for the taking as a semester
The exchange program with
spent studying the law abroad. Augsburg University in Augsburg,
To apply, students need only Germany, which has been in
complete a standard three-page existence for more than five
form, and attach a personal years, allows GW Law students
statement, resume, transcript, and to participate in Augsburg's
two letters of recommendation. summer program on European
Dean Karamanian suggests that and International Economic Law.
2L spring semester and 3L fall
There are two new programs
semester are ideal times to take that
representatives
of
the
advantage of the opportunity. exchange
program
seemed
Payment is still handled by particularly excited about, one
the school in the usual way, and at the University of Groningen in
students are free to address their The Netherlands, which is strong
own living conditions as necessary. in environmental law, adding
There is a limit on the number of yet another bragging right to the
students that can be sent any given school's rising Environmental
semester, but so far the number Law program, and another at
of students going abroad has not Bocconi University in Milan, Italy.
approached this limit. There are a
The program at Bocconi focuses

Registration Results
Smoking on Campus
Japan Relief Opportunities

on international economics and
business law, giving students the
opportunity to receive a hands-on

education while making valuable
contacts
in
the
international

community. It complements the
expansion of GW Law's program in
business and finance law through
the establishment of the Center for
Law, Economics, and Finance and
the announcement this year of a
new LL.M. in Business and Finance
Law. Optimism for the success of
these fledgling exchange programs
is grounded in the strength of
GW Law's relationships abroad.
Having
accommodated
many
foreign students in the past, the
university
maintains
contacts
in several foreign nations, in
particular at universities hosting
joint exchange programs. As a
result, a GW exchange student can
count on having contacts at her
new school that could be called
upon to help with the transition
to a foreign country. Students who
have participated in semesterlong programs in the past say
that taking a semester abroad
can prove to be a particularly
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few opportunities compare to
the chance to make international
contacts early in one's career.
But what is most striking about
the expanding program is its
openness
and
availability.
Notwithstanding the emphasis
prospective students place on a
vibrant study abroad program,
relatively few students take
advantage of GW's offerings. As a
result, availability is wide open. A
student who throws his hat in the
ring early will have an especially
good chance of being selected
to study in a foreign country.
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NEWS
Registration Results Shake
Rising 2L Schedules
students were bumped from the
course," Anderson said. "Because
News Editor
GW administration is aware of the
course's popularity, why don't they
On Friday, seventy-five lL's found provide another section of the class?
out their fall semester schedules Just appears to be poor planning on
wouldn't be quite as they had planned. their part. Nobody will ever get every
The George Washington Law School's class they want, but the number of
lottery system allows all students to students bumped from the class is
sign up for the classes they want and personally and generally frustrating."
when there is more demand than open
In the past there has been another
slots, a lottery decides who stays and International Law class taught during
who must find some other class to take.
fall semester, usually scheduled in the
Hunter Anderson saw that the
late afternoon, but classes depends
registration results had been posted
on the availability of professors.
in the late afternoon on Friday and
But having forty people bumped
was not happy to see that he was one
from a particularly popular class
of forty students who were bumped
is par for the course according to
from the only daytime section of
Rosanne O'Hara, director of Student
International Law, section 6520administrative services. The total of
10 taught by Professor Steinhardt.
seventy-five bumps for rising 2Ls is
As
a
prerequisite
or
actually low, essentially considering
recommendation for at least twelve
not a single bump occurred from a
other courses, International Law
priority class. O'Hara said in the past
is an especially important class
there have been over 140 bumps.
for students interested in human
"We really work hard to try to
rights and international business.
make it fair for everybody," O'Hara
Anderson, for one, was frustrated.
said. "With over 2,000 students,
"It's my primary area of interest
seventy-five
is
pretty
good"
and one of the main reasons I c hose
Another important prerequisite,
to attend GW," h e said. "While I can
Corporations 6250-12 with Professor
still take the class during Spring 2012
Abramowicz had a ten bumps,
(hopefully), International Law is a
with bumps also occurring in
BY RYAN TAYL OR
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Smoking on Campus
BY HUNTER ANDERSON

Staff Writer
\t made b\%, news recently wVven

Michelle Obama confirmed that
her husband had quit smoking.
A month ago at the White House,
the First Lady said that "it's been
almost a year" since President
Obama had ditched his unhealthy
habit. Conversely, when Fox News
host Chris Wallace asked House
Speaker John Boehner about his
smoking habit, Boehner answered
by saying, "It's a legal product. 1
choose to smoke it. Leave me alone."
That contrast frames the pseudostruggle that often occurs between
smokers and non-smokers, and the
GW Law campus is no different.
Does one's right to smoke end where
another's right to clean air begins?
Or is it the other way around?
Either way, the administration of
The George Washington University
recognizes that its students are
not immune to the serious health
problems caused by cigarette
smoke and it is attempting to help.
In a recent letter to the
GW Community, Chief Human
Resources Officer Louis Lemieux
announced the launch of GW's
2011* smoking cessation campaign
- "Be a Quitter!" Lemieux stated
that "The George Washington
University is committed to making
our institution a healthy place to
learn, live and work for our students,
faculty and staff." The campaign
aims to provide resources and tools
to help support GW community
members trying to quit smoking.
According to the National
Institute on Drug Abuse, fewer
than one in five American adults
are smokers in 2011. That means
the percentage has dropped below

20 percent for the first time since
at least the mid-1960s. While
that percentage is probably even
\ower

the

among GW

Law

students,

issue remains the same.
Nic Nikic, SBA president-elect
acknowledged that students are
aware of the unique situation oncampus smoking can pose. Nikic
noted that although the subject has
never been specifically addressed,
several students have approached
him during Wellness Wednesdays
with the idea of starting discussion
groups
for
smokers/students
interested in quitting smoking.
Although
no groups have
been established yet, student-run
support groups have the potential to
experience future success, especially
if coupled with a GW Law-specific
anti-smoking campaign. And even
though everyone agrees smoking
isn't good for you, it might not be
clear that it should be a priority for
GW Law. After all, like Representative
Boehner
said,
cigarettes
are
perfectly legal products enjoyed by
a large percentage of Americans.
Should the habit be left alone?
For many GW La w students, the
difficulties of on-campus smoking
center on the outdoor environment
of the school patio facing the
courtyard—a favorite of students
seeking study, snacks and smoking
alike. The patio is one of the few
places on campus dedicated to
outside study and relaxation, and
that means there is a low supply and
high demand for open air, especially
as spring's warm weather returns.
Finding balance between rights
of smokers and non-smokers
is not a simple achievement.
Without ostracizing or condemning
smokers, GW Law has an interest
in ensuring a healthy environment

prerequisite for several other classes

\ want and need to take, which means

my plans are delayed and time to take
these classes effectively cut short."
Like many of those who were
bumped, Anderson did not think that
he needed to use his priority selection
on this particular class, especially
after a 2L friend of his told him not to
use it on International Law because
there would be plenty of spots.
Similarly, Evan St. John asked
around and said that the twenty
people he spoke to were not taking
the class so he decided to use
his priority elsewhere. Now he
doesn't know what he will take.
"1 had pretty much based
my schedule around taking that
class," he said. "Because of how it
conflicted with other things during
exam times, I had to sacrifice two
other important classes in order
to (try to) get in International law."
When he checked on registration
day, there were only eight people
signed up for the class. Now, according
to Banweb there are 130. In total,
170 students registered for the
class. While there is another section
available, for most daytime rising
2Ls, the timing is not workable.
Section 6520-20 only has 18 people
registered and meets on Wednesdays
and alternating Fridays in the evening..
"It is clear that International
law was a big draw since so many
for all students both indoors and
outdoors. However, GW Law also has
an interest in preserving the rights
of students and smokers within
that environment. The solution
ultimately lies in the considerate
cooperation between non-smoking
and smoking students to promote a

Property & Real Estate Seminar with
Professor E. Brown, Constitutional
Law
Seminar
with
Professor

Tuttle, Public Law Seminar with
Professor Overton, Energy Law
& Regulations with Professors
Yaffe and/or Sheridan, and Law &
Literature with Professor DeSanctis.
Students who were bumped
could register for an alternate
class through the Records Office by
Tuesday, March 22, otherwise, they
will have to wait until the drop/add
period in August. Some students
thought there might be a better way.
"I've never had class registration
as a lottery before, the time slots to
register were also lotteried," said one
bumped student who preferred to
remain anonymous. "It'd be nice if
registration were held open allsummer
long so that as people go to outside
placements and wanted to drop a class
they could and then people like me
could periodically check inand sign up."
For the purposes of tracking
students academic progress, for
financial aid, and for scheduling
classrooms, Records Office Director
Helen Klepac said "we have to close
things to get a snapshot of what the
registration is going to look like.
She said that the add/drop
period which usually starts on the
first day of classes in the fall may
start a day or two earlier this year.
healthy environment for each other.
For more information about
GW's "Be a Quitter!" smoking
cessation
campaign,
interested
students can visit: www.gwu.edu/
quitsmoking or call GW's Quit Line
at 202-994-QUIT (4-7848) for
counseling and additional resources.
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Japan Disaster Relief Opportunities Abundant
Cherry Blossom Festival
Supports Quake Victims

Crisis in Japan

and
relationship
between
leaving North America the only
BY ALEX GIANN ATTASIO
Japan
and
the
United
States.
untouched corner of the Pacific
Staff Writer
Staff Writer
On March 27, 1912, the first
quadrilateral. Increased activity
two
trees
were
planted
in
the
tidal
It's Cherry Blossom Season!
On March 11, 2011, at 2:46 in the Caribbean (Haiti, 2010)
basin
by
then-first
lady
Helen
Taft
Yes, it's that time of year
p.m., a magnitude 9.0 earthquake and areas of the Central-South,
and
Viscountess
Chinda,
the
wife
when the beautfful blossoms
struck the East Coast of Japan". It such as Arkansas, also present
of
then
Japanese
Ambassador.
bring out the most unbearable
was the single largest seismic increased risks. And uncertainty
The
remaining
trees
followed
about the potential for "induced
allergic
reactions
in
some
event in Japanese recorded history.
and
now
create
the
mass
of
pink
(and hordes of tourists alike).
The United States is taking note. seismicity," or seismic activity
we
see
on
the
tidal
basin
every
Japan remains in crisis mode
The tremor, which lasted more that results from massive earthspring.
The
first
Cherry
Blossom
in the wake of the 9.0 quake on
than two minutes, was followed by moving projects such as natural
festival
was
held
in
1935
and
in
March 11, and this year's Cherry
a merciless tsunami. The thirty- gas drilling and mountain top coal
1994,
the
festival
was
expanded
Blossom Festival Organizers have
foot wall of water swept over mining, also adds a variable to the
to
two
weeks
to
allow
for
a
more
decided to offer up a portion of
three miles inland, ravaging low hazard (for a discussion of natural
diverse
schedule
of
events.
the proceeds from this year's
coastal countryside and upturning gas production techniques, see
So this year, take your allergy
festival to the American Red Cross
what civilization lay in its path. Alex Giannattasio, Natural Gas:
pills, use your eye drops, grab
for quake and tsunami relief.
In its wake, the wave left a Fracking America Off Foreign Oil,
your hand sanitizer, and hide
In an effort to raise funds
startling and dramatic landscape Nota Bene, Feb. 16, 2010). The
your wallet, but come for the
for the Japan quake survivors,
of suburbs reduced to splintery lessons humanity learns from the
cherry blossom festival and help
the Red Cross has established
landfills and a society struggling crisis in Japan, the most advanced
support quake and tsunami relief
a
National
Cherry
Blossom
to rebound. To date, an estimated nation on the planet with respect
and learn about this unique
Festival donation website.
In
5,700 Japanese are reported to earthquake response, could
connection we have with Japan.
addition, the festival organizers
dead; at least 9,500 are still prove invaluable in the future.
Other festival events include:
The crisis in Japan hits
will be charging admission to
missing;
and
approximately
the National Cherry Blossom
some of this year's events that
380,000 have been displaced. home at George Washington
Festival Parade, the National
particularly
among
have traditionally been free.
Economic production in Japan Law,
Cherry Blossom Festival Family
international
students.
In special remembrance of
has come to a halt. Uncertainty
"We have students, visiting
Japan, the organizers will be hosting Day, Lantern Walks, Sakura has created a "headline driven"
Matsuri
Japanese
Street
scholars,
and prosecutors from
a "Stand with Japan" event on
marketplace,
with
massive
Festival,
and
Much
Much
Morel
Japan
in
residence with us
March 24, 2011, at the Washington
and
unpredictable
dips
and
Monument, which will conclude Check out the National Cherry climbs. Exports have dwindled now," said Susan Karamanian,
Associate Dean for International
Blossom
Festival
Website
for to a fraction of their pre-quake
with a walk around the tidal
more Information at http://www. levels, and reports of food and and Comparative Legal Studies.
basin. At 6:30 p.m., participants
nationalcherryblossomfestival. shelter shortages are widespread. "We also have a number of
will meet at the Sylvan Theater
org/.
alumni in Japan, and we've been
The Japanese yen has risen
before walking to the tidal basin.
in
touch with them to make sure
to a record post-World War II
It was March 11, 2011, at 2:46
that they are safe, and that their
high, making Japanese exports
p.m. local time when a 9.0 quake
more expensive than any time in families and friends are safe."
struck off the coast of the Sendai
Thankfully, none have suffered
memory, andseverely undermining
region of Japan. The impact of
serious physical injuries, although
the
world's
third-largest
the quake was felt all the way in
economy. Economic damages are the situation is still largely
Beijing, China. The quake, which
estimated to be in the billions. uncertain, particularly for those
occurred under the sea, sent ocean
But it gets worse. Exposed in the Northeast near Fukushima.
waters churning. Thirty minutes
the
widespread
nuclear reactors at the Fukushima Considering
later, a massive thirty-foot tsunami
destruction,
it
is
difficult
to
Nuclear Power Plant on Japan's
wave engulfed the region including
imagine
that
anyone
on
the
island
Northeast coast are bleeding
the Sendai province and Myagi
has not been seriously affected by
radiation.
Normally,
diesel
prefecture. Images of the flooding
the quake. In response to the crisis,
generators pump water over the
show houses and cars being tossed
plant's active plutonium fuel rods, the student body has also gotten
about like Fisher-Price toys.
involved. A group of about a dozen
keeping them cool and insulated.
The impact from the quake
law students, largely from the
Swept out to sea by the great
and flooding shut down Japan's
wave,
these generators have international community, started
most well-known bullet train
a spontaneous initiative last week
not been doing their job for
system, which operates between
to collect donations for the Red
more than a week. The Japanese
Sendai
province
and
Tokyo
Cross's Japanese earthquake relief
government
has
evacuated
and destroyed housing leaving
civilians within fifteen miles of the effort, raising more than $3,600.
millions of people stranded.
"Any effort we can make to
plant, for fear of nuclear fallout.
By Sunday, explosions and
help the people of Japan and the
The
American
government,
damage caused by the earthquake
country we are preparing to do."
for its part, has recommended
at
Japan's
nuclear
reactors
said Dean Karamanian, who has
evacuation from within fifty miles.
have required the evacuation of
leant her support the student
Many in the United States
230,000 residents living in the
initiative. "But financial support is
are
particularly
attuned
to
area. On Monday morning, the
the best thing we can do right now,
this crisis. The U.S. Geological
nuclear reactor in the Fukushima
because they just need resources."
Survey estimates that seventyarea had suffered a second
Though that effort came
five million Americans in thirtyexplosion and Japanese officials
to an end last Friday, students
nine states face significant risk
reported that 2,000 bodies washed
who
missed
their
chance
from
earthquakes. With this most
ashore in
Myagi
prefecture.
to donate directly are still
recent disaster, several scientists
It makes sense for the festival
encouraged to help. The group
are concerned that Pacific North
to raise funds for Japan. The
recommends
that
students
America is due for a large-scale
Washington DC cherry trees are
make a $10 donation simply by
quake in the relatively near
linked to Japan. In 1912, Japan
texting "REDCROSS" to "90999."
future.
Major earthquakes have
Mayor Yukio Ozaki offered up
occurred recently in Chile, the
3,000 cherry trees to Washington,
South Pacific, and now Japan,
D.C. as a gift of "lasting friendship"
BY HEATHER BENTON
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Is Criminal Defense
Enough?

Honor Among Athletes

BY MATTHEW BOVA

BY DAVID KEITHLY

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

The study of law pushes drug-fighting mission without
us towards litigation.
This is being intrusive. Indeed, canine
particularly true in the area searches, consent searches, and
of criminal law.
Many who traffic stops would not be used
believe that too many people to the extent that they are but for
are incarcerated (we have the our expansive drug laws. If the
highest incarceration rate in the scope of our substantive drug
world), that criminal procedure laws were diminished, individual
jurisprudence is unfairly tilted rights would be more secure.
towards the government (the
In
pursuing
reform,
an
Supreme Court actually granted attorney has a host of sensible
certiorari to consider whether arguments on her side. Drug laws
police could enter an apartment are expensive, costing taxpayers
without a warrant because they (according to a CATO Institute
heard the sound of "things" being study) 41.3 billion dollars annually.
"moved inside"), or that drug laws Moreover, blanket prohibition's
are counterproductive, (e.g., they effect on human behavior reveals
incentivize the development of that the effort has been ineffective
gangs and cartels and have not (if you are fighting a "war" for
substantially impacted demand over thirty years, and your enemy
for narcotics) often enter the is still marching against you,
criminal defense field. After all, you probably aren't doing a very
criminal defense provides a direct good job). Also, reforming the
route to defend clients against substantive law would eradicate
the government's drug war and many forms of violent crime. For
to work for the expansion of this reason, many police officers
individual rights. Criminal defense have called for reform. As the
also provides the opportunity website of "Law Enforcement
to challenge the enforcement Against Prohibition" ("LEAP")
of misguided substantive laws, reads: "LEAP does not promote
particularly the most frequently the use of drugs and is deeply
enforced \>rarvd of

crimmaf

\aw.

drug prohibition.
But if our criminal justice
system and criminal procedure are
going to change, more than direct
client representation and savvy
appellate litigation is needed.
Instead, an aggressive political
campaign against our drug laws is
required if we are to dramatically
improve our criminal justice
system and solve the problems
that litigation cannot effectively
attack.
Consider
the
Fourth
Amendment. The Amendment's
jurisprudence
requires
a
balancing of state and individual
interests. Because the state has
announced a substantial interest
in the prosecution of drug crimes,
courts have, under a balancing test,
carved out multiple exceptions to
the Fourth Amendment. This is
neither because of poor appellate
litigation nor an under-funded
criminal defense system; it is
because of the reality of our
substantive law. Ifwewanttoseea
change in Fourth Amendment law
we have to attack the substantive
regime that has paved the way for
the Amendment's deterioration.
Reform of substantive law
would also have a dramatic effect
on police practices. Police are
aggressive and intrusive because
they are tasked with investigating
laws (often under the pressure of
quotas), which necessarily require
frequent and invasive traffic
stops, street detentions, and
questioning. The police cannot
live up to the legislatively imposed

concerned

about

tbe

extent

of

drug abuse worldwide. LEAP is
also deeply concerned with the
destructive impact of violent drug
gangs and cartels everywhere
in the world. Neither problem is
remedied by the current policy
of drug prohibition. Indeed, drug
abuse and gang violence flourish
in a drug prohibition environment,
just as they did during alcohol
prohibition."
There are many practical and
fiscal arguments that could draw
the support of moderate and
even conservative elements of
our politics. In the end, criminal
defense provides a meaningful
opportunity to impact the life of
an individual. Regardless of what
our substantive law looks like, a
vibrant criminal defense bar is
essential to preventing wrongful
incarceration
and
advancing
individual liberty.
But before
an accusation or search need
be challenged, the police must
enforce a law and the state must
prosecute a law's violation. Thus,
attacking misguided substantive
laws on the policy level serves
those that would ultimately be
criminal defendants. Litigation,
on the other hand, can only take
us so far.

This year was supposed to be
our year. It hasn't always been easy
to be a Brigham Young University
(BYU) basketball fan. In 1979 we
made it to the Elite Eight, but I
was not even alive then. During
my four years at BYU, if we made
it into the NCAA tournament,
we never made it past the first
round. This year was going to be
different. This year we had Jimmer.
I know what you are thinking
—"what's a Jimmer?" For those
of you who don't follow college
basketball, Jimmer Fredette is
BYU's starting point-guard. He's
only 6'2"—which by basketball
standards is well below average,
but he currently leads the nation
in scoring, averaging over twentyeight points per game. He has
speed, quickness, and an uncanny
jody control that throws even
the most veteran defenders off
their game. In four games this
season he scored over forty
joints and set a new record for
the most points scored in a single
game by racking up fifty-two
points against New Mexico in the
Mountain West Conference (MWC)
tournament.

OY\, and His sweat is

purported to have healing powers.

So, this was going to be our
year. We had the nation's best
player, and team that could back
him up. With one week left in the
regular season, we had only lost
two games, and many thought
we were on our way to a coveted
"1-seed" in the tournament for
the first time in the school's
history. For once it was good
to be a BYU basketball fan.
But then on March 1, our
starting center Brandon Davies
was suspended from the team
for violating the school's honor
code. And with that our hopes
at a shot at the Final Four died.
BYU has a very strict honor
code. Every student who attends
BYU agrees to abstain from alcohol,
tobacco, drugs, and pre-marital
sex. Students also promise to be
honest, respect others, use clean
language, and observe dress and
grooming standards (including
shaving every day and keeping
their hair neatly trimmed). There
are other rules designed to
make it easier to keep the honor
code. Women are not allowed in
men's rooms and vice versa—any
hanging out is limited to the living
room. There is a curfew—girls
have to be out of guys' apartments
by midnight and vice versa.
In my experience, most BYU
students abide by the honor code.
As you can imagine in a school
with over 30,000 students, there
are a few who violate the honor
code. Honor code violations can
be serious or not. It's technically

an honor code violation to grow
a beard or wear a bikini, but
those violations are minor and
typically you just have to shave or
change your clothes and there are
no further ramifications. Some
violations are more serious. If
you drink, do drugs, or have
pre-marital sex, you might get
suspended or even expelled.
According to the Salt Lake
Tribune, Brandon Davies'violation
was serious. He had pre-marital
sex, and that meant that he couldn't
represent the school anymore.
His basketball season was over.
When I f irst heard that Davies
had been suspended from the team
I w as upset. I was not upset with
Davies—I was upset with BYU. Here
we were, two weeks away from the
NCAA tournament, with a shot to
finally do well, and BYU decided
to make a stand on principle.
This is not the first time this
sort of thing has happened. When
I was at BYU it seemed like every
year one of our star football
players was suspended from the
team right before an important
game. You can imagine the level of
frustration as dedicated

BYU

,

were subjected to disappointment
after disappointment when star
players succumbed to temptation.
But when I loo k around at what
sports have become, I am proud of
my alma mater. I am proud to have
gone to a school that stands by the
proposition that some things are
more important than winning.
When you look around at the
sports world, it's full of stories of
people sacrificing their principles
in order to win, of people willing
to cheat to win the prize. From
steroid use in baseball and cycling
to
inappropriate
recruiting
practices in college football, the
mindset in modern sports is to
win at all costs, and if that means
cheating—just try not to get caught.
The day after the school
announced Davies' suspension,
BYU lost its third game of the
season to lowly New Mexico, and
then went on to lose yet another
game to San Diego State in the
MWC tournament final.
We
made it past the first round of
the tournament in a close game
against Wofford, but from the look
of things, BYU will not make it
too much farther. And yet, I have
never been more proud to be a BYU
fan. By sacrificing its tournament
hopes, BYU has shown that some
things are more important than
winning. If you don't play by the
rules, you don't deserve to win.
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This Too Shall Pass
BY KATE MERE AND

BY MONA PINCHIS

Opinions Editor

Staff Writer

A bad economy makes the future
look bleak, and a slowly recovering
one offers precious little sunshine
to brighten the way. For example,
from time to time some friends and
I discuss the fun things we will do,
some day, when law school is over. We
collectively daydream about things
we can only occasionally indulge
in now.- We do this until someone
inevitably says, half-jokingly, "You
know, that is, if I hav e a job." Killjoys.
And yet, no matter how bleak
things may appear for law students, as
some are still job hunting, scrambling
for summer positions, or determining
how to balance a volunteer position
and a solution for rent, we are
not the ones who are in any real
danger even if we feel the pinch of
current and future financial strain.
Too many Americans, however,
do face almost certain doom, and
their numbers will grow if we do not
adequately address the increasing
income disparity in America. That
the disparity is an ever-deepening
divide is a well-known fact that 1need
not belabor here, nor should I h eed
to detail for this audience how it will
continue to negatively impact our
economy as well as the social fabric
of our increasingly polarized society.
This is a simple truth that is
buried beneath the discussions of

loudly accusing a particular passerby
of not being willing to help him. As
is becoming more and more common
on the streets of D.C., the homeless
man who was begging for enough
change to get something at the
McDonalds at the corner made direct
and individual accusations of racism.
The passerby was flooded in tears at
this. He walked away and doubled
back three times clearly wanting to
intervene or respond somehow, but
he eventually fled at speed as the
homeless man, in a blind rage by
this point, hurled threats of absolute
violence any time the man turned
to come near. As I s tarted to call the
police, concerned about everyone
involved in the entire situation, the
scene broke up and the homeless man
disappeared in the other direction.
It is just one incident, and there
is not much we can easily extrapolate
from it other than this: Poverty, in
its effects, can be ugly. Poverty in
some respects is like a disease. It
can steal away someone's humanity,
often slowly, and replace it with
mad desperation. For the homeless,
this can be extreme. Not only do
they face the physical pain of being
unprotected in the elements, they
are generally hungry and often have
degrading health without any sort of
pain management. Even more than

repeatedly steps up to the brink of
federal government shut down in
what in actuality is nothing more
than brinksmanship. Because the
current federal budget, whatever
else it may do, still provides one of
the last safety nets for a growing
population of the underprivileged and
economically disadvantaged. That
is, unless we cut the programs that
just barely keep struggling families,
struggling people, financially afloat.
It seems many Americans ask
themselves why these people are
underprivileged,
disadvantaged,
and poor. The implicit, sometimes
explicit, answers are stereotypes. The
commenters imply, or even outright
say, that people who are poor did
something wrong and therefore
deserve their circumstances. They
close-mindedly suggest that those
who are poor just are not smart
enough, are immoral, corrupt, or lazy.
This last is one of the favorite
stereotypes used by any group
who claims another group
is
somehow undeserving and thus
economically and socially shuts that
group out. It is the easy answer.
It distances the problem-makes
it someone else's problem and
someone else's fault. It allows at
least some of the haves to effectively
close their eyes and walk away.
It isspring. The weather iswarmer
in D.C., and that means that there
are more panhandlers on the street.
Perhaps it is just my impression, but
the people asking for money and food
seem more desperate, more bitter,
and simply more prevalent than I
have seen in over a decade in DC.
This past week, for example,
a homeless man was angrily,
desperately demanding money and

that homelessness can
cause, as a person's social network
falls completely away and people stop
being willing to even acknowledge
the homeless with a glance, can
lead to spiraling depression and
worse. The people who are forced
to the streets are often those whose
grip on a normally functioning life
has slipped and shattered for some
reason, but there are countless
others whose grip is tenuous at best.
It's true that we can rarely
%
individually make any substantial
difference to someone whose life
has become desperate, especially
when just passing by on the street.
In this way, poverty, and in this
example homelessness, can truly
seem intractable.
Reasonably,
many of us have other interests and
goals we pursue as we go about our
daily lives, and so the world turns.
But as we all focus on budgeting
right now, we should remember
this. We cannot collectively turn our
backs on the idea that we can fight,
and at least largely defeat, poverty
in America. The economy remains
a bit wretched right now—not
one of us needs a reminder on that
score—but as a wise man said to me
last semester when recognizing the
continued slump in the job market,
this too shall pass. Or, at least it will
for law students and probably for
most people with four-year degrees.
The fight against poverty,
however, is indeed a fight. As income
disparity is continuing to rise more
people's grips are slipping, rung by
rung, down the economic ladder. At
the moment this is one fight America
is losing. The only question is this:
which side do you want to be on?

efficiencies and deficits as Congress

that,

Casus Belli

though,

of isolation

the

increasing sense

Just how far can one man go? In began with the same common themes
preparing for the final days of school, thatplaguedstatessincethebeginning:
misunderstandings,
the
and examining the news every delays,
morning—I'm left marveling by the previous mistakes still being made,
intent and
power of individuals in a global world. misperceptions of
How so often, the sto
ries that fascinate fragmented governance amongst
me the most come down to one man's powers. When examining how states
view, or one man's argument. A spark. interact with one another through
It also makes me think back to some an international agreement, these
of the questions asked by fellow executed rules and codes must be
students during the course of the interpreted ingood faith inaccordance
year, many of which I didn't always with the ordinary meaning to bwe
know how to answer: What does an given to the terms of the treaty in their
LL.M. degree get you? It depends. Do context and in the light of its object
you ever use anything you learned in and purpose. It's been a long time
law school? Not really. Are you happy since I focused on what the term "law"
you chose to become a lawyer? Yes. means. So, I decided to look it up.
Synonymous with control and
In this same line of thought, I
kept thinking back to the first time authority, other definitions of the
I attended law school. Has there term "law" included the following:
been a fundamental shift between a binding custom or practice of a
my views, then versus now? The community; a rule ofconduct or action
delicate balance between managing prescribed or formally recognized as
every assignment, moot, or paper binding or enforced by a controlling
is still a challenge! On a broader authority; the control brought about
scale, more than contemplating by the existence or enforcement of
my relationship to school-life, how such law; and, the whole body of
has the relationship between the such customs, practices, or rules.
Having not taken the time once
individual and the state changed?
Are an individual's expectations more to think about the depth of our field,
burdensome on the state than ever I tr ied to wrap my head around how
before, such that the tensions are important the law is to everyone on
rising up... bubbling, ready to blow an individual basis, too. Not only
at the next big news story? Who is do we think about Japan, or Libya,
the boss, the government in power, or the Saud\/\3AE intervention into
or the thousands that cry out in the Bahrain, people must understand
town square demanding change? the law whether it involves their
spending,
their
Arguably, the way law school government's
operates is veiy different than when mortgages, divorce settlements, or
I first attended school as a JD student even a license to patent (absolutely
and
everything).
five years ago.
Globally, things anything
also seem more tense and hectic.
Obtaining
the
credentials
Leaning on the precipice, people required to become a lawyer
seem exhausted from the past few means something to me. Not just a
years of financial mayhem. Just a professional lifestyle, the training
few days ago someone mentioned is crucial to understanding the
to me the difference between the dynamics of what we do. We will face
Great Depression in the 1920s and constant transactions, difficult clients,
the financial situation now. The gist impossible mandates and even more
of their comparison: it's both worse soul-sucking deadlines. At th e same
and better, but for many different time, I love the opportunity to sit
reasons. Thinking about World War around and listen to how people from
I, trench warfare evolved into new all over the world explain how the law
forms of military engagement. But, affects them. In a time of mounting
the revolution behind it, as well as concerns, no pun intended, I feel the
the fears and hopes for national plates shifting. Being a lawyer does
security and maintaining territorial not always have the same strength
borders makes me believe that or sense of "community" that I foun d
things are not so different than today. arose out of the definition above.
Looking back, the causes of Today, it sometimes seems as if
World War I continue to evoke debate everyone operates on his or her own
amongst historians, economists, and independent self-governing island, as
legal scholars. Beginning in central connected as we choose to be by the
Europe in 1914, many intertwined Internet. However, the community at
factors emerged, such as broken GW Law abandons this cynical view.
alliances, diplomatic clashes between Yes, at the end of the day, we each
the Great Powers (Great Britain, the want security, homes, and a future
Austrian-Hungarian Empire, Russia, (at a place where they may actually
Italy, France, and Germany], all the pay us to do the work). But, we do
way to the more immediate causes it all together. Ask away. Here it is
over territory in the Balkans, and better to ask and get fifty different
the casus belli, the assassination of answers, than sit alone in the dark,
Archduke France Ferdinand of Austria wondering. What's more, the key
and his wife by a Serbian in July 1914. lesson that 1 h ave learned over this
The chain of events that followed the past year is how much the law is
assassination goes deeper than such changing, and regarding what the
origins, as the balancing act amongst law is, it depends on whom you ask.
countries addressed decades of
national politics, cultural and
religious divides, and overlapping
layers
of
economic
tensions.
Ultimately the "first" global war
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Bipartisan Tax Code Reforms are Possible
BY JON SHAFFER

Staff Writer

Bipartisanism is rare these days. Means committee proposed, not yet in
It shouldn't be.
Most Americans the form of a bill, a similar change to
agree about a lot of things. And yet bring the effective corporate tax rate
politically, our differences consume and income rate to the same level of 25
every dialogue. Our legislatures need percent. Setting the corporate tax rate
to avoid the pitfall of adversarialism equal to the income tax rate is an even
and begin focusing more upon better idea because it destroys any
common,
apolitical
problems, arbitrage opportunity for a corporation
The good news: Congress may to withhold employee earnings or
be doing just that with regards to a pay out employee earnings for purely
reformed tax code. Earlier this year, mathematical tax reasons. Sounds
I wrote an article about possible tax great, but the Democrats would never
code reformation. When I w rote this allow the rich to only pay 25 percent
article, however, I did so with the taxes, right? They'll probably propose
belief that no agreement could ever some figure way higher around the
be made because it is difficult to set an 30-35 percent mark, right? Wrong!
effective rate needed for such a change.
The commission President Obama
I est imated that any tax reduction via created to address the current tax
the destruction of deductions and crisis—and it is a crisis—considered
subsidies would require a new tax a similar proposal. The commission
rate of 25 percent for individuals and determined the necessary, overall tax
30 percent for corporations.
The rate after the elimination of deductions
Republican Chairman of the Ways and and loopholes would only be 28

percent Further, this figure includes
an expected increase in spending
over the next decade that is unlikely if
Republican gains continue. Thus, the
two parties are only3 percentage points
away from agreement even including
compensation for increased spending,
Bottom line:a bipartisan deal ispossible,
This is fantastic news. I don't think
people really appreciate the social
and economic impact of a move to a
simplified tax code. First, it gets all of
the capitalists in the room closer to a
free market because the government
no longer incentivizes any behavior or
inefFicienciesthroughpoliticallycreated
subsidies and deductions. Second, it"s
simpler to pay aset effective rate. Third,
it will create a fairer system. No one can
complain that the rich are getting away
with highway robbery. Everyone will
pay their lair share. In any economy,
there will be winners and losers.

The tax code should not sort tK S|
groups; market competition shou
Beyond the obvious economic
impact, I think this will go miles in
making everyond/ee/ better about the
system. There is a mood of un easiness
and disgust with the economic system
in this country right now. Many feel
cheated and abused. We collectively
yearn for the prosperity of th e 90s and
many feel as if the 2000s represent an
entirely squandered decade. A new tax
system could reverse the negativism
thatispermeatingthiscountry spsyche.
Never underestimate the importance
of the national mood. In a fiat system,
confidence and belief is everything,
This sort of political cooperation and
pragmatic apolitical problem-solving
could put us on a road out of this
mess. In short, fixing the tax code is
not a panacea, but it is a good start,

JENNETTE GRAY

The Swing Vote
Let Me Li, Coach!
Its the middle of M arch Madness,
the height of college basketball season.
\ should be worrying about Kansas

for a deal with the networks that would
allow the teams to get money from TV
networks even if there were no games
Jayhawks' Marcus Morris or the return
played next season. (Oh! The violins!)
of Duke's Kyle Irving. But I'm not
As a fan, who would like to see

Instead, I am worrying about the New
England Patriots' Tom Brady, the New
Orleans Saints' Drew Brees, and the
Indianapolis Colts' Peyton Manning.
(Okay, well maybe not so worried
about Manning. I'm not a Colts fan.)
Early this month, the NFL
league officials and the NFL players
association
walked
away from
the bargaining table. Since then,
its been a never-ending battle to
sway the sympathies of the public
The league says it was still
negotiating not knowing the NFL
Players Association had already
submitted paperwork to decertify.
(Someone cue the violins.) The NFLPA
says the league was ne
ver negotiating in
good faith because the league shopped

a continuation of the Michael Vick
Human Highlight Reel from last season,
I'm inclined to side with the Players
Association. Except, didn't they hold
the vote on decertification back in
December? It seems neither side has
been exactly filled with the spirit ofgood
faith during these negotiations.
You'd think with the life of a
billion dollar business in their hands,
both sides would be a little less
prone to fumble and a lot slower to
punt the ball away. But, guess not
Both sides seem to be digging their
heels in and it's not quite clear what the
actual sticking point (or points) is. But,
according to the SportingNews.com
here are some of t he terms of the last
offer the league made to the players:

Salary

and

benefits—$141

million per club in 2011, and
rise to $161 million by 2014;
Free agency after four seasons;
Less
offseason
work
and
fewer padded practices in the

preseason and
regular season;
Keeping a sixteen-game regular
season for at least the next two seasons
Guaranteeing up to $1 million of
a second year of a player's contract if
he is injured and can't return to play;
A new rookie compensation
system;
A jointly appointed neutral
arbitratorforalldrugandsteroidappeals.
Okay, I'm not an expert in
negotiations but I think even I can
improvethechancesofadealbeingmade.
The first thing I'd do is up the ante
by offering to guarantee 100 percent of
the current season salary for an injured
player. My theory is depending on who
the player si , the league will make money

on any merchandising attached to the
player*s name whether he plays or not
The second thing I'd do is suggest
both sides agree to a 60/40 split vuitV,
60 percent of revenue going to the

clubs for purposes of player contracts.
Now, how exactly that breaks down per
team, should be decided by the owners.
The rest of the terms seem rather
reasonable. But, 1 would probably also
include an increase in pay for those
players earning the league minimum.
At the end of the day, I think
this is utterly ridiculous and both
sides are to blame. They have two
choices: come to an agreement and
make some money or don't come to
an agreement and make no money.
With the economy the way it is, you'd
think the choice would a no-brainer.
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Life as a Lowly 1L

JAIME BUGASKI

Hollywood Legal

(Almost) Free at Last
Well fans, it's been a great year.
For all three of you that read this
column I would like to say a few
things: First, 1 apologize for my
absence the last couple of issues,
I believe my disappearance is an
appropriate indication of what the
last month has been in the life of a 1L:
busy; Second, hi Mom; Third, thanks
for sticking with me over the course
of the year. I really do appreciate that
some of you read my column and use
it as more than a place to put your
hand while you read the good articles.
But 1 promised myself that 1
would try to write something useful
in my journalistic farewell to lL-ness.
I then realized then that 1 had not
given you new-to-D.C. lLs any D.C.
advice since last semester and that
many of you would have no idea what
to do this summer. First, it is ideal to
get a summer internship (although
many lLs, myself included have had
trouble in that department, and we
blame the 2Ls). If your internship
is outside D.C., we don't want you,
but it's likely that you'll have a few
weeks in D.C. twiddling your thumbs,
so you should still pay attention. If
your internship is in D.C., or you're
like me and will spend the summer
tending bar because apparently free
help isn't good enough anymore
(but I digress), there is a lot you
may have missed while focusing
on your studies that you should
do in D.C. during the summer.
Go to a Nationals Game Admittedly, they're not that good,
but we just signed Jayson Werth, and
Strasburg will be back (maybe). Yet
even if the team stinks the ballpark
is beautiful and fun, and if you swing
it you can get $5 day-of-game seats
that help offset the cost of $8 beers.
The Smithsonian - Whether or
not you are new to the area, odds are
you haven't been to the museums
not called Air and Space, Natural,
or American History. Branch out,
it's free. On a related note, visit the
archives, you can see the original Bill
of Rights, track when your ancestors

immigrated, or read the original
angry notes passed during argument
by Justices Frankfurter and Warren.
(Okay, 1 made up one of those three).
Go to Court - for the right
reasons (The Nota Bene does not
condone the purposeful undertaking
of actions that will lead to ones
arrest or being sued merely for the
experience). Early on in the semester
one distinguished professor told me
that D.C. ha s, and this is a technical
term so get out your most recent
edition of Black's, "more courts than
you can shake a stick at." From this
two points follow.... One - It is an
open challenge for all law students
this summer to see if they can shake
a stick at every court in DC. Two
- If you are hanging around D.C.,
you are ideally placed to turn off
the Jersey Shore marathon and go
observe courtroom procedure and
soak in the law. If I do not have an
internship, and cannot learn through
experience (of getting coffee) then
you should at least try to learn
through osmosis. And if you have
not been to the Supreme Court yet,
the communists have already won.
Eat Awesomely - Make sure
to get to all those places you never
made it to because it didn't fit into
the law school schedule. Ben's Chili
Bowl, Jumbo Slice, Ray's Hell Burger,
whatever other D.C. p lace you have
always wanted to go and haven't.
There are better options than Au
Bon Pain and the Uptowner (maybe).
Celebrate - Make sure to get
enough sleep, have fun, realize that
you just got through one of the
toughest experiences you will ever
have. We all stayed sane (except
that one guy in Contracts, and we
don't talk about him), and we never
have to do 1L again. Our biggest
problem next year will be dealing
with hearing all those pesky lLs
whine, and we do that for each other
already. So while it may be premature
as we haven't taken exams, congrats
Class of 2013 on making it through
our first year of law school.
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that are facilitated by computers or
networks. These bad acts are usually
defined and punishable under both
state and federal laws. While this
particular instance of hacking is more
likely to fall into the second category
in that the information is being
used for nefarious purposes, the
access itself could also be criminal.
One of the main federal
statutes covering hacking is the
Stored Communications Act of
1986. It does not stand alone but
comprises part of the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act. Per
18 U.S.C. § 2701, it is an offense
to intentionally access without
authorization a facility through
which an electronic communication
service is provided or to intentionally
exceed an authorization to access
that facility in order to obtain, alter,
or prevent authorized access to a
wire or electronic communication
while it is in electronic storage. It
should be noted that this Act is
generally considered in the context
of how the government can obtain
stored account information from
network service providers. The
precise application to this bit of
celebrity gossip goes well beyond
the bounds of bow much legal
research / want to do right now.

As graduation now appears
imminent, this is my last article for
Nota Bene (though a blog may be
forthcoming!). I hope that you've
enjoyed
sarcastically
judging
celebrity legal woes as much as
I have. Good luck to everyone,
and get excited for your 3L year
when you have all kinds of free
time for such worthy pursuits
as writing smutty gossip pieces.
To leave you with one final piece of
advice based on my keen Hollywood
observations: it's probably best
practice to store your private
fun photos on an unmarked CD.
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As any of my friends can tell
you, I am the opposite of tech
savvy. I don't know the difference
between 3G or 4G, and it took me
over a year to figure out that you
can indeed right click on a Mac. As
such, it should come as no surprise
that my strategy for protecting my
online information involves writing
down all of my passwords on a
post-it note that I put on my desk.
(However, lest you take that as a
challenge to get into my computer,
be assured that all you would find
are some family vacation photos
and an old class outline or two).
Turns out that I am not alone in
my web naivete. This week, a ring
of hackers gained access to the cell
phone and e-mail accounts of n early
fifty female celebrities. The victims
include big names like Miley Cyrus,
Scarlett Johannsen, Ali Larter, and
Vanessa Hudgens.
Investigators
suspect that the methods employed
werenotincrediblyadvancedandmay
have even included tactics like using
the 'Forgot My Password' option.
And just what did these starlets
have stored in their various accounts?
You guessed it—nude photos. Really,
ladies? Hasn't it become obvious by
now that compromising pictures
and videos will always end up
online? Come on. Of course, the
photos of a young Miss Hudgens
sans underwear are making the
rounds again on the internet and the
FBI has been called in (gentlemen,
please refer back to a previous
article discussing child pornography
before circulating any of them).
When these hackers, who, in all
likelihood, will turn out to be a group
of seventeen-year-old boys working
out of their basement, are found,
what exactly will they be charged
with? Is rooting around inside a
starlet's computer or phone the
same as trespassing in her home?
In general, computer crimes can
be divided into two main categories:
crimes that specifically target
computers and networks and crimes
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Thursday, March 24

Bar Review
You know the drill. Better get as much fun
in as you can before exams.
9:00 p.m., Sign of the Whale, 1825 M
Street, NW.

Thursday, March 31

ARIES (MAR 21 -- APR 19)
.
Watch out! Your Metro card is shppmgout ofyour
pocket as we speak. Good luck ever getting
Red Line.
TAURUS (APR 20 - MAY 20)
r
Everyone in your class has already started outlining,
FYL
GEMINI (MAY21- J U N E 21)
.
Your employer saw that one embarassing photo on
Facebook. You know which one. And they emailed
all the other employers IN THE WORLD.
CANCER (JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
.
You will never, ever get into a Corporations class.
Or Crim Pro. You've been blacklisted.

Wine Tasting and Trademarks with Pro
fessor Schechter
Join the Student IP Law Association and
Professor Roger Schechter for an evening
discussion on trademark law in the alco
holic beverage industry. Hors d'oeuvres
will be provided, and we will feature sever

LEO (JULY 23 - AUG. 22)
.
You looked quite attractive at Bamster s Bali.

whites. Come and relax before bar review
with SIPLA and one of the best professors
in the law school! Please RSVP to Thara
Russell at tgorur@law.gwu.edu before
Monday, March 28th.
6:00 p.m., Faculty Conference Center

SCORPIO (OCT. 24 - NOV. 21)
Hopefully you drink coffee... and back up your files
Good luck.

al wines and beverages for tasting, includ
ing Port, Champagne, and various red and

Thursday, April 14

The Evolution of Patent Appellate Juris
prudence: From the CCPA to the Battle
Over a Specialized Court, to the Federal
Circuit and Beyond
This Spring 2011 Sidney A. Katz Lecture
features Don Dunner of Finnegan, Hen
derson, Farabow, Garret & Dunner LLP.
5:30 p.m. refreshments, 6:00 p.m. lecture,
Faculty Conference Center

Sunday, May 15

GRADUATION!
3Ls
get it. And by "it" we mean "a job."

VIRGO (AUG. 23 - SEPT. 22)
Just order the chicken. Don't ask questions.
LIBRA (SEPT. 23 - OCT. 23)
You will have the opportunity to read for pleasure

(and a novel, at that) very soon.

SAGEETARTIUS (NOV. 22 - DEC. 31)
If you run very quickly, maybe you can outrun the
tree pollen.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 -JAN. 19)
You are going to buy all the items at the EJF auc
tion. All of them.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20 - FEB. 18)
An "alternative" career is starting to look good.
Maybe even a cupcake truck. Everyone loves cup
cakes, right?
PISCES (FEB. 19 - MAR. 20)
Your Corporations professor will write the entirety
of your final exam in French. Your answers will be
equired to be in Russian. Give up now.
OPHIUCHUS (UM, NO)
We still do not believe in you.

Nota Bene's staff wishes you
happy studying, happy sum
mer, and happy bar exam tak
ing! Yes, this is in Comic Sans.

